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Photo-Responsive Materials

Liquid Crystal Networks on Thermoplastics: Reprogrammable Photo-Responsive Actuators

Rob C. P. Verpaalen+, Marina Pilz da Cunha+, Tom A. P. Engels, Michael G. Debije, and Albert P. H. J. Schenning*

Abstract: Arbitrary shape (re)programming is appealing for fabricating untethered shape-morphing photo-actuators with intricate configurations and features. We present re-programmable light-responsive thermoplastic actuators with arbitrary initial shapes through spray-coating of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) with an azobenzene-doped light-responsive liquid crystal network (LCN). The initial geometry of the actuator is controlled by thermally shaping and fixing the thermoplastic PET, allowing arbitrary shapes, including origami-like folds and left- and right-handed helicity within a single sample. The thermally fixed geometries can be reversibly actuated through light exposure, with fast, reversible area-specific actuation such as winding, unwinding and unfolding. By shape re-programming, the same sample can be re-designed and light-actuated again. The strategy presented here demonstrates easy fabrication of mechanically robust, recyclable, photo-responsive actuators with highly tuneable geometries and actuation modes.

Introduction

The last decade has seen an increasing development of stimuli-responsive soft materials capable of complex, programmed shape changes.[1–3] Wireless control of shape changing materials with rapid reversible motions has paved the way towards untethered and small-scale walking soft robots and muscle-like actuators.[4] The ease of addressability and spatial-temporal control achieved with light has made it a preferred stimulus for polymeric actuators and soft robots.[4,5] However, unlike natural systems which have complex geometrical shapes and multiple actuation modes, synthetic light-driven soft actuators are often limited in their starting geometry, being usually flat, inhibiting the development of intricate architectures, and being primarily restricted to just one mode of actuation. In addition, synthetic actuators generally lack shape re-programming capability owning to the inability to reprogram the deformation.[6] Developing actuators that allow for shape moulding to any desired initial shape (shape A in Figure 1A), consecutive reversible light-responsive actuation, shape morphing (shape A to B), with possible re-programmability (shape A to A’) and multi-modal movement, will greatly increase the potential of photo-responsive materials alleviating present restrictions in actuation design and freedom.

Thermoplastic polymers can be moulded and re-moulded when heated, allowing the preparation of any desired permanent shape. The mechanical robustness and ductility of thermoplastic polymers, such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET), for example, allows for its deformation into origami-like shapes with sharp folds.[7] This makes thermoplastic materials attractive as a highly versatile polymer for shape fixing of light-driven soft actuators. Azobenzene doped liquid...
crystalline networks are a prominent class of materials for photo-driven actuators, demonstrating fast and reversible shape changes.[8–11] The tuneable molecular architecture of LCNs prior to polymerization allows for programmed actuation such as bending, twisting or rolling. Multi-modal shape morphing such as helical winding and unwinding within single liquid crystal (LC) actuators has been realized by employing different cutting directions[12,13] dual-layer actuators with contrasting orientation directions,[14] alignment control through directional printing[15] or patterning.[16–19] However, in these examples, the covalent crosslinked nature of the network prevents recyclable shape programming. LC-based actuators usually have a set initial shape determined by the fabrication conditions. Recently, 3D printing has allowed for the construction of LC-based actuators having pre-designed initial shapes.[20–22] The ability to shape fix the starting geometry into any arbitrary shape and subsequently trigger reversible actuation through exposure to light, as done for temperature-driven actuators through shape memory or by using dynamic covalent bonds,[23–31] remains largely unexplored. Light encoding has been employed by Priimagi and co-workers as an approach towards photo-rewritable programming of light-driven actuation in LCNs.[32] Yet, even such innovative developments do not alleviate the restrictions of the flat starting geometry of the actuators. Ikeda and co-workers demonstrated an LC-based photo actuator with control over the initial actuator shape as well as reversible light-driven actuation, but recyclable shape programming was not demonstrated.[33]

We now present a strategy for creating mechanically robust, recyclable shape programmable light-driven actuators with pre-designed initial geometries which can rapidly actuate upon exposure to light with multi-modal motions. In this method, shape fixing and actuation are decoupled by using independent stimuli, allowing for greater design versatility and control over the initial geometry of the photo actuator. The actuators have a bilayer architecture consisting of PET spray-coated with a light-responsive LCN. Figure 1B and C. The PET has multiple roles: acting as an aligning layer for the spray-coated LCN,[34,35] giving the actuator mechanical robustness, and acting as a shape programming thermoplastic polymer to create a pre-designed initial geometry, which can be triggered by light to perform shape-dependent actuation in which the motion is encoded in the geometrical design. Through recyclable shape programming, the same sample can be re-designed (shape A to A’, Figure 1) from origami-like folded geometries into more classical bent or helical actuators, for example. Our strategy opens doors towards a facile fabrication of folded geometries into more classical bent or helical actuators usually have a set initial shape determined by the fabrication conditions. Recently, 3D printing has allowed for the construction of LC-based actuators having pre-designed initial shapes.[20–22] The ability to shape fix the starting geometry into any arbitrary shape and subsequently trigger reversible actuation through exposure to light, as done for temperature-driven actuators through shape memory or by using dynamic covalent bonds,[23–31] remains largely unexplored. Light encoding has been employed by Priimagi and co-workers as an approach towards photo-rewritable programming of light-driven actuation in LCNs.[32] Yet, even such innovative developments do not alleviate the restrictions of the flat starting geometry of the actuators. Ikeda and co-workers demonstrated an LC-based photo actuator with control over the initial actuator shape as well as reversible light-driven actuation, but recyclable shape programming was not demonstrated.[33]

Results and Discussion

The thermoplastic actuator was fabricated using a scalable spray-coating method, depositing the light-responsive LCs from xylene on a biaxially stretched 12 μm thick PET polymer (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).[36–38] The sprayed nematic LC mixture (Figure S2) self-aligned in a splay molecular alignment on the PET, see Figure S3.[39] The LC mixture was photopolymerized in the nematic phase at 85°C for 10 minutes in an inert nitrogen atmosphere (Figure S4). To eliminate interfacial polymerization-induced stresses at the PET-LCN interface, the bilayer strip was post-cured at 130°C (T > TgPET, TgPET ≈ 120°C, see below) and cooled to room temperature. The bilayers were cut with the LC molecular director parallel to the strip’s long axis (20 × 3 × 0.016 mm²). The expansion of both the 4 μm thick LCN and 12 μm thick PET layers coupled with an overall increase in LCN order upon cooling from the photopolymerization temperature give rise to a small pre-bend of the bilayer strip (Figure 1C).

We first illustrate the light-responsive reversible actuation of the bilayer through exposure to UV and blue light (365 and 455 nm, respectively; see Figure 2A, Figure S5 and Movie S1). The macroscopic bending deformation of the bilayer is driven by the photoisomer’s dimensional change from the extended trans configuration to the unstable cis isomer. Under UV illumination the azobenzene chromophores in the LCN isomerize, leading to an anisotropic contraction along the molecular axis, which rapidly bends the actuator (exceeding 5 mm·s⁻¹; see Figure 2). It is remarkable to observe that by depositing a 4 μm thin LCN, a 12 μm PET substrate was bent so easily attaining bending speeds similar to single layer > 20 μm thick LCN films[39] Upon removal of the UV irradiation, the bilayer retains its bent state; this shape persists due to the slow (hours) back isomerization of the cis azobenzene isomer.[40,41] The macroscopic bending deformation of the pre-bent bilayer in Figure 1C is independent of the incident UV illumination direction, always resulting in the

![Figure 2. Light-driven actuation of the LCN-PET actuator with dimensions 20 × 3 × 0.016 mm² (A) Snapshots of actuation in air: (i) the pre-bent strip at room temperature prior any illumination; (ii) actuator exposed to UV light (170 mW·cm⁻²); (iii) actuator after removal of UV irradiation; (iv) blue light (300 mW·cm⁻²) triggers return to straighter geometry; (v) turning off the blue light results in no noticeable shape changes. The collimated light source is incident from the left. B) Plot depicting end tip displacement of the actuator in both water and in air as a function of time, during UV and blue light exposure, shown by the violet and blue boxes, respectively, and upon switching off the lights. The numbered insets in the plot refer to the corresponding figures in (A).](Image 4)
LCN on the interior of the bent strip. The direction of bending is commonly found in uniaxial aligned bilayer systems, indicating that actuation is dictated by the dominant planar section in the splay LCN. Mechanical relaxation can be immediately triggered by exposure to blue light, which promotes the azobenzene cis-trans isomerization (Figure 2). Photo-actuation cycles were repeated dozens of times without any visible fatigue of the bilayer. Illumination of an uncoated PET layer does not cause such macroscopic motion.

Tracking of the bilayer temperature during irradiation revealed the surface remains around 33 °C under 170 mW cm⁻² UV irradiation (Figure S6). Hence, the actuation is primarily photomechanical in nature, driven by the exerted network pull-effect derived from cis isomers, leading to an anisotropic contraction along the molecular axis. When the actuator is submerged in water, the bilayer displays bending similar to the dry environment when illuminated, Movie S2. Since, the thermal contribution to the back isomerization of the azobenzene moieties (cis–trans) is absent, as water acts as a heat sink, this results in an overall higher cis isomer population, hence in a marginally larger actuation upon irradiation underwater.

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) reveals that freestanding LCN and PET films have glass transition temperatures at approximately 90 and 120 °C, respectively (Figure 3A), providing a temperature window in which easy shape fixation may be executed (Figure 1). For shape fixing, the bilayers were wrapped in aluminium foil to retain the designed shape, manually deformed and placed in an oven at $T \approx 100{\text{°C}}$ (i.e. PET’s glass transition regime) for 15 minutes, Figure 3B. At this temperature, the individual polymers operate in or close to their rubbery state. Removing the samples from the heat source and cooling to room temperature ($T = T_{TRT}$) results in thermal quenching, immediately fixing the programmed shape. Short thermal treatment (i.e. less than 30 seconds) have been found to be sufficient to fix the actuator into a desired shape. The mechanical robustness of the PET is crucial in the shape fixing step, increasing the ductility of the material when compared to single layer brittle LCN actuators, allowing for origami-like shapes to be made, such as accordion-like structures with sharp folds, Figure 3C. This programmed shape can then be actuated by light and demonstrates reversible shape morphing from the accordion-like geometry (Figure 3C(i)) into a flower-like shape folded shape (Figure 3C(ii)) after UV light irradiation, Movie S3. As with the non-moulded sample in Figure 2A, the actuated shape persists after removal of UV irradiation, Figure 3C(iii). Subsequent blue light exposure reverts the deformed film into the shape programmed accordion geometry seen in Figure 3C(iv) and not the original straight strip, (Figure 2A(i)). The potential for facile shape programming allows for creative light-driven origami-like materials, such as folded actuator “birds” whose wings can be selectively actuated to bend resembling the motion of flight, Figure S7 and Movie S4.

We expand on the opportunities brought by the easy shape reconfiguration of the actuator by tuning the film geometry during a programming step: two identical helical shaped strips can be made to actuate in contrasting manners, Figure 4A. By manually twisting the same bilayer strip with the LCN coating on either the inside Figure 4A(i) or on the outside Figure 4A(ii) of the helix results in one helix winding
upon UV light illumination while the other helix unwinds. In both cases, blue light reversed the macroscopic deformation of the helices.

Our shape design method can also be used to attain multimodal actuation in single actuators by local light exposure. As an example, a single actuator is fabricated having two opposite helical twisted structures in the same strip, resulting in opposing actuation modes within a single sample, Figure 4B. Multiple intermediate shaped morphing geometries are possible: selectively addressing the top of the two regions straightens the top curl (I) by trans-to-cis isomerization, while the lower spiral preserves its helical shape, Figure 4B(i), and subsequent selective UV light exposure tightens the lower spiral (II), with the LCN on the inside of the helix, Figure 4B(ii). Both actuation modes could be reversed together or independently using blue light. A more random programmed shape actuator demonstrates the true versatility of the shape fixing method, Figure S8. In this latter example, two sections of the actuator perform different actuation modes when triggered by UV light: the top unbending and the bottom curling. The spatial control obtained with focused light allows for area selective actuation, Movie S5.

We further demonstrate actuator reprogramming by using the bilayer strip thermally moulded into an accordion-like shape with sharp folds which is subsequently reconfigured into a completely different geometry such as a spiral, Figure 5. Light-driven actuation shows the accordion-like shape performing origami-like bending ((ii) to (iii) in Figure 5) and the spiral helical region unwinding, (v) to (vi) in Figure 5). The shape design and re-design allows for versatility and adds significant functional advantages, allowing the same polymer film to be re-used for the execution of diverse motions, distinguishing these actuators from existing devices.

### Conclusion

We have developed novel, light-responsive thermoplastic actuators with versatility in shape design, re-programmability, and multi-modal actuation. Composed of a spray-coated LCN on a stretched PET template, the bilayer shows rapid, reversible responses to light, offering excellent shape morphing capabilities. Compared to single LCN actuators, this bilayer approach offers the practical advantage of utilizing a scalable spray-coating method, eliminating alignment layers, and requiring only thin 4 µm LCN coatings to achieve similar actuation to > 20 µm thick films commonly employed. Thermoplastics can be used to shape fix any arbitrary starting geometry via a thermal treatment. More complex liquid crystalline alignments or selective patterning of the LCN onto the PET can be explored to expand on the range of light triggered actuation. Underwater actuation shows the bilayer’s potential use in aqueous or amphibious soft robotics. This new generation of moldable actuators offers endless possibilities for fabricating actuators with pre-designed geometries in which the actuation mode can be engineered through a shape programming step, without the need for complex cutting steps or chemical patterning. Additionally, we envision that this facile fabrication method can serve to functionalize other thermoplastic polymers such as polyimides and polyamides. The exceptional versatility and ease of fabrication of our light-responsive thermoplastic actuators establishes a new toolbox for the future of recyclable soft robotic devices that require mechanical robustness, fast and reversible actuation as well as freedom in starting geometries.
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